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On Knowledge and Education
Oleg Grabar

Some 35 years ago, when I had the honour 
and pleasure to help His Highness the Aga 
Khan design the first steps of what was 
then simply the Aga Khan Award for Archi-
tecture—now an enormous enterprise 
operating on five continents and affecting 
the lives and welfare of many people—his 
dream for the growth and development of 
the environment of Muslims, wherever they 
live and work, was already fully present in 
spirit, if not yet organised in the flesh. Two 
questions dominated our discussions then: 
Is there a cultural phenomenon rightly 
called Islamic architecture, and how do we 
find out what it is? And once we learn what 
it is, how do we let the world in general 
and Muslim communities in particular know 
what it is (or was) in order to maintain its 
quality and presumed uniqueness, while 
supporting its practitioners in bringing it up 
to the most effective economic and cultur-
al practices of our own day? In other 
words, we were supposed to acquire 
knowledge and provide a programme of 
education. 

In a sense, our task of many years back 
can be justified by an often quoted Tradi-
tion (hadith) attributed to the Prophet 
Muhammad that knowledge must be 
sought wherever it is found, even in China. 
China in the 7th century of the common 
era and the first century of the hijrah was a 
way to identify a remote world known to 
exist and to be important, though hardly 
accessible. The point of the Tradition is 
that there is knowledge everywhere, none 
of which should be rejected. Both of these 
implications are still pertinent today. 
Knowledge is indeed created everywhere, 
and China has become a central actor in 
the cultural as well as economic realms of 
today’s world. What has changed dramati-
cally since the time of the Prophet and 
keeps changing in ways which are almost 
impossible to predict are the nature of 
knowledge and the means in our posses-
sion to deal with it.

Such contemporary comments on the 
hadith as are known to me do not talk 
about education. At the time of the Proph-
et, transmission of knowledge was relative-
ly simple, through writing, copying and 
reading books and through oral arguments

kept in the memories of participants. Any 
intelligent person was then able to master 
much of what was known. The breadth of 
knowledge within any one talented individ-
ual before the 17th century can at times  
be truly breathtaking. Education was one 
with knowledge and took place wherever 
there was a library and a few literate and 
concerned individuals.

Today’s scene is dramatically different. 
There are as many centres producing 
knowledge as there are countries and 
universities, technical schools, archaeolog-
ical institutes, hospitals or museums.  
Much of this knowledge is available in what 
I once counted as 30 different languages  
(I am sure it is many more now). It exists in 
millions of books, hundreds of journals, 
thousands of reports, and now, thanks to 
the Internet and Google, this knowledge is 
accessible, in theory at least, almost every-
where in the world. Museum collections 
have been photographed and recorded, 
exhibitions preserved forever on DVD’s. 
And I suppose that architectural firms and 
excavators preserve whatever they find 
and do on masses of disks. In short, the 
quantity of available information is enor-
mous, so large that it cannot be mastered. 
No one can say anymore that he knows  
all about Islamic art, about the architectural 
projects of today, about excavations  
or about objects from any one period  
of history.

This explosion of knowledge has by neces-
sity led to either one of two positions.  
One is to limit one’s competence and claim 
knowledge in only narrowly defined 
spheres—the Ottoman world of the 18th 
century, the ceramics of Iran, or the contri-
bution of Hassan Fathy to contemporary 
architecture in the Islamic world. Speciali-
sation becomes the order given to knowl-
edge, and it tends to be determined by the 
narrow restrictions provided by limited 
linguistic competence or area awareness. 
Specialisation tends to become national 
and linguistically limited, but it presumes 
thoroughness and completeness in what-
ever one’s area may be. It also requires 
large numbers of equally competent 
specialists who may or may not find ways 
of communicating with each other.

The other position was outlined to me 
some years ago by an early Internet 
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activist with concerns in the natural sciences.
He indicated that every week I could 
receive automatically, as in a newsletter or 
by email, a summary in English and with 
illustrations of every newly published piece 
of information within the history of Islamic 
art or the practice of contemporary archi-
tects. This survey would include a judg-
ment as to the significance and value of 
that information, wherever it appeared and 
in whatever language it was presented. 
According to this position, what an explo-
sion of knowledge needs is, first of all,  
the formation of a class of intermediary 
consultants who channel information and 
evaluate it for use by others, guaranteeing 
the accuracy of what they relate and its 
appropriateness to whatever we need and 
already know. To some degree, for our 
broad area of the man-made environment 
of the Islamic world, this consulting func-
tion can be fulfilled by the online databank 
ArchNet, a creation of the Aga Khan Trust 
for Culture and MIT. But I am not sure that 
ArchNet is capable of reacting rapidly to 
new knowledge and distributing its aware-
ness to all of its constituents. Part of my 
uncertainty derives from the absence of 
broad categories of understanding archi-
tecture which would automatically be 
known to all and which would always be 
consistently included in all new informa-
tion. 

A simple example of such category is that 
of the material of construction: stone, 
brick, concrete and so forth. But there are 
much more complex categories of under-
standing which are either, like style, impos-
sible to define, or like design, too difficult 
to explain in theory, if not in practice.  
Finally, although the means exist to make 
knowledge of architecture available, this  
is not true of the other arts, where utter 
disorder of knowledge is still the rule. But it 
is not simply a matter of establishing cate-
gories of description and understanding. It 
is also a matter of making these categories 
enter the cognitive mind of people and 
groups. This is how I understand the 
purposes and requirements of education.

Education can and should be understood 
at three different levels. The first level is 
the scholarly one, the level of the learned 
practitioner. It is the highest one because 
its aim extends beyond the acquisition  
of knowledge to the creation of further 

knowledge. But it is also the easiest one 
to handle and understand. Naturally and 
professionally, it is centred on maximum 
information and the development of ideas. 
It is restricted only by the linguistic limita-
tions of its practitioners and the time avail-
able to deal with it. The development of  
a category of consultants, as outlined 
above, and constant improvements in the 
operation of the Internet should take care 
of its needs and lead to scholarship that 
would constantly improve the field of 
learning and be made available through 
the usual mechanisms of higher education 
such as seminars, colloquia and publica-
tion in books and periodicals of special-
ised interest.

The second level can be called the level  
of social leadership. It involves those people 
and institutions that are, or seem to be, 
running governments and financial or 
industrial enterprises and defining the 
cultural context of their actions. They make 
decisions about school curricula and 
university programmes, sponsor films and 
television programmes, publish newspa-
pers and magazines. The forms of govern-
ment in which they operate may vary a 
great deal, and in their hands lies some-
thing more important than the sponsorship 
of activities or the interplay of politics. 
They provide rewards and awards, they 
accept or reject the implications of new 
investments—whether an airport, a univer-
sity or the restoration of a historic building. 
They decide whether something is going  
to be characterised as Islamic, Arab or 
Egyptian, and they define the features to 
be used in preparing urban developments 
or in the behaviour and vocabulary of 
diplomats and educators. They accept or 
change symbols—flags, occasionally 
clothes or simply colours—credibly associ-
ated with a land or a culture. Although it is 
easy enough to identify the aims and ambi-
tions of this level of education, it is more 
difficult to describe the ways in which it 
can be enriched. One wants to avoid the 
policing of thought or the creation of 
compulsory national, ethnic or religious 
sets of forms and doctrines, but how  
does one maintain a climate of appropriate 
openness for many available forms of 
knowledge to ensure that one’s world 
reflects its traditions, even in its modernity, 
without becoming absurdly self-centric  
or entirely transformed by foreign imports?
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The third level of education lies with the 
mass of the population. There are many 
myths and falsehoods in the collective 
memory of large and small groups of 
people. These can be dangerous and lead 
to the destruction of monuments or sites, 
the assassination of opponents, or, on  
a less upsetting level, the broadcasting  
of false slogans or the sponsorship of dubi-
ous causes. At this stage of thinking about 
a topic removed from my area of knowl-
edge and competence, I would argue that 
public education must concentrate on the 
media shared by all, such as radio, film and 
television, and on the primary and second-
ary schools attended by all boys and girls. 
The enlightenment and training of primary 
and secondary school teachers seems to 
me essential, because they ultimately fash-
ion the beliefs, attitudes and eventually 
passions of all men and women.

My first level, that of scholarly knowledge 
and education, is fairly clear and requires 
only important technical components to be 
successful. The development of university-
level academics, of teachers and thinkers  
in professional schools and of well-estab-
lished practitioners, can be achieved with 
a minimum of effort, once certain mecha-
nisms of information and judgement are 
developed and the gap lessened between 
wealthy and poor countries. Matters are 
more complicated when we deal with 
education for leaders and for the general 
public. The Aga Khan Award for Architec-
ture and its several related activities are,  
to my knowledge, the only organisations 
which have tried to reach publics that  
are so different from the professionals of 
architecture. 

Education, like high scholarship and 
sophisticated knowledge, is a nonstop 
activity operating day and night and 
already affecting the leaders of tomorrow. 
It requires constant attention and a contin-
uing commitment at all levels, and espe-
cially at my second and third levels, if the 
beautiful dreams vaguely defined some  
35 years ago can become living realities.


